5 Steps to Creating a Powerful
Vision Board to Manifest Your Goals
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A Vision Board is a powerful tool to achieve
clarity and focus for your life. It helps to answer
the question, “What do I want?” If you ask children
what they want, they will quickly rhyme off their
Santa list. As adults we lose this free-spirited
disposition as our life stresses and needs for
others often cloud our Vision for what we want.
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1 Dream: Getting clear
on what you want

In an exercise in my Dare to Declare Vision Board workshop, I pair up participants.
In intervals of 30 seconds and in rapid fire, one participant repeats the question
“What do you want?” The second person answers with a unique response each
time. When 30 seconds is up, the roles are reversed. It is often surprising what is
under the surface and waiting to be discovered for what we REALLY want.
More self discovery can be achieved by taking a personality test. There
are various ones on the internet that offer a series of four letters upon the
conclusion. Using these four letters to discover their interpretation has been
very helpful and affirming when seeking out my life’s purpose.
Doing these exercises will assist in setting goals. Set goals for at least 7 different
areas of your life.They can be point form and not fully worked out. For example,
under Spiritual you could have: Pray more. The “what”, “where” and “how” do not
matter. Simply write down BIG goals in each of the areas.
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2 Dig: Seek Images to

Represent your Goals
Writing down your goals will dramatically increase your probability of achieving them by 44%,
says Dr. Gail Mathews, of Dominica University. Adding images to represent them increases that
even further and adding an affirmation and declaring them (Step 4) increases the probability of
achieving them by 78%.
Seek images that represent your goals. Use magazines or on-line images. They should be large
enough that your Vision Board can be viewed from a distance. The size also represents a BOLD
goal. Ensure that all seven life areas are represented. Be careful to not confuse a “how” with a goal.
For example, if you want a serene feeling bedroom, don’t put an image of organization. Rather put
an image that represents the feeling you want to have in your calm, peaceful bedroom. FEEL each
image. Does it feel good? If it has any connotation of a “should”, as in “I should do this”, then it’s
not for your Vision Board.
Recently, I coached two individual participants who felt they “should” go back to school. One has
registered because it was her dream many years ago. The other gave the reason that it is because
she is half way through and feels she “should” complete it. Neither are happy. That was my first clue
to question both to whether or not the journey is worth the goal. The one student compared
it to a gambler who is down on his luck and just keeps throwing out more money because he
figures he has lost so much already. I challenged them to reflect on the question “What do you
want?” For example, if you want a degree because your passion is that you WANT TO TEACH, then go
back to school. But if you simply want to get the degree because you always said you would get
the degree, it may be time to evaluate that goal. What if you only had a year to live, what would
your goals be?
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3 Discover: Edit and
Arrange

Much like with our lives and things we possess, it is good to edit. A good
question to ask is “Does this serve me?” In other words, feel the image. Is it
something that is a priority? A Vision Board is much different than a never-ending
Pinterest Board. There are borders on the foam core board and limited space. In
a Dare to Declare Vision Board class, I strongly recommend that each image be
given “breathing room”. This means that images do not overlap, but have white
space around them. This allows for the eye to rest between images. And by
“focusing with intent” on each individual image, you are respecting and honouring
that image, and allowing your subconscious mind to do its magic.
Arrange the images feeling the choices. Ensure that you have at least one
photograph of yourself in a happy time on the Vision Board. Place this in a
prominent place on the Vision Board. If you have a Power word, add this to your
Vision Board as well. Pay close attention to the font you use as this will also
invoke a feeling. Adhere your images to the Vision Board vs. pinning them to offer
a commitment to them.
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4 Declare: Interpretation,
Sharing

Before you share your Vision Board, ask a trusted friend to interpret it for you.
Their perspective may offer you unique insights into your choices as well as
avenues to achieve your goals. Reflect on the colour choices and look for
patterns as these may offer enlightenment to achieve your goals.
Choose the goal that makes your knees weak (your quantum leap goal). Create an
affirmation for it and one or two more of your goals. An affirmation is a positive
statement that affirms your having already accomplished the goal. It is then
used to program your subconscious for success. It should be specific and brief.
Repeat your affirmations aloud daily for 30 consecutive days.
Place your Vision Board is an easily visible location so that not only can you view
it twice daily and reflect on it, but your trusted community can as well. The more
frequent you declare your goals, the greater energy vibration you create thus
creating pathways for your goals to manifest.
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5 Dare to Dream Bigger:
Action and
Accountability

Invite an accountability partner into your Vision Board journey. If it is someone
else who also has a Vision Board, you can keep each other accountable and
celebrate manifestations with each other. In a daily planner, record your 5 actions
towards your quantum leap goal for that day. (Stay tuned for the Dare to Declare
Action planner!) However small your actions may be, record them. Review at the
end of the week to see who or what you may need to follow up on. Feel all of
the good energy flowing from the actions. Record successes. Reflect back on
your Vision Board to see the areas that are manifesting. Be open to surprises as
often the manifestations are bigger and better than you could even imagine. Note
that the Law of Attraction has Attr“action” in it. We need to ASK, BELIEVE and be
ready to ACT and RECEIVE!
Your Vision board will expire in 6 months to a year. Surrender to the flow of what
shows up when you DARE TO DECLARE!
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Interested in finding your
true self and improving
your physical, mental
and spiritual well-being?
Debbi Sluys invites you to Dream, Discover and
Dare to Declare your personal destiny.
To learn more about Debbi and how she can guide
you to create a clear vision for your future, go to
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